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September 21st, 2016

The Council highlighted the importance of having the State Press Editorial Board to come into their next meeting.

Elections Commissioner job application is open

The Council of Presidents discussed the UNI 394 class, opening for Senate Feedback

Status of Supreme Court Justices:

- Tempe: Appointed
- Downtown: Interviewing
- West: Interviewing
- Poly: Interviewing

The Council is working on filling all UBCs

Dr. Krasnow replied to Jackson’s email about Counseling Services

The Council of Presidents met with the Council of Coalitions and the main things they talked about are:

- Introductions
- Collaboration for the success of all students
- Ongoing exercise of sharing information between one another
- Council of Coalitions and Council of Presidents will work on finding a time to visit each general meeting.
  - Every other Friday: 1-3PM; MU 302-This Friday
  - Touching on Campus climate:
    - Rainco: A bit challenging for those who lie at the intersection of identity-especially between classes
    - CIS: Teaching international students what the first amendment is, trying to engage more international students in a dialogue
    - AP Community: Microaggressions, understand why these comments/assumptions can hurt. More emphasis on social justice perspectives.
El Concilio: More than a label initiative, a sense of dialogue to understand what our heritage is; invite others to the dialogue. Working to reaching out to Transfer Students

BAC: There is a general theme of anger; had ASU PD/Tempe PD come out to speak to us, working to increase the representation and presence on campus

AIC: A majority of the students are focused on the Dakota Access Pipeline

Womyn’s Coalition: More measures on sexual assault prevention, working on including “inclusive language” in syllabuses